Can your fertilizer pass the POLYGRAPH® test? POLYON® can!

Polygraph® Guarantee

The POLYGRAPH® gives you an exact analysis of how long POLYON® will feed your turf. The POLYGRAPH is so exact that you can program your own unique blend of POLYON to provide your turf the nutrients it needs when you need it. The POLYGRAPH gives you the option of designing a POLYON fertilizer which maximizes feeding of your turfgrass to peak during the week of a big event.

At Harrell’s, we not only believe that the POLYGRAPH will give you the exact prescribed results, we will guarantee that POLYON will last the promised weeks of greening or Harrell’s will supply you a product at no charge to complete the guaranteed time period.*

There is no guess work, and no more surprises. Just deep-green, lush, vibrant results—saving you time and money.

Ask your local Harrell’s representative about our exclusive POLYGRAPH computer software and the POLYGRAPH guarantee.

Take back control of your Sports Turf!

- Guaranteed results you can count on.
- Harrell’s turf specialists use POLYGRAPH to predict how the blend will perform on your turf.
- Stop wasting nutrients and give your turf exactly what it needs when it needs it.

*Replacement product will be given at the discretion of Harrell’s supplied at no charge to complete the guaranteed time period. Polyon and Polygraph are registered trademarks of KOCH AGRONOMIC SERVICES, LLC.